TIME FURTHER OUT
Shaun Cassidy & Tom Stanley

DATE
Artist commissioned September 2008
Work installed June 2013

LOCATION
Sportsplex at Matthews
1505 Tank Town Road, Matthews, NC

DESCRIPTION
“Time is not only a major issue in sports, but in the Matthews community that historically had emerged as a major railroad center. As visual references to the railroad already existed throughout the community, the artists explored more vibrant concepts related to the planned soccer fields and a community navigating the 21st Century. Visual references to time, sports field, the sun, the moon and movement are important elements in the sculpture. The shapes atop the sculpture refer to the seasons, measurements of time, athletic balls, movement and the outline of a sports field. Most importantly, we wanted to create a work that suggested the joy inherent in community-based sports.”

SELECTION PANEL
Sabrina Brown, Public Art Commission; Arthur Oudmayer, Public Art Commission; Lee Tillery, Matthews Parks and Recreation; John McClelland, Mecklenburg County Parks and Recreation; David Nelson, Mecklenburg County Parks and Recreation; Stephen Lord, Architect, Woolpert Inc., Katrina Streiner, Arts Professional and Belk, VP of Creative Services; Harvey Boyd, Neighborhood Representative

FUNDING PARTNER
This project is funded through Mecklenburg County’s 1% for the Arts Ordinance. The ASC administers the public art program for the City of Charlotte and Mecklenburg County. Artist Selection and designs are approved by the appointed Public Art Commission.